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Progress Made This Week

- Tested the BuildMSM.kar workflow with the current system
- Retested past workflows to ensure compatibility with the BuildMSM.kar workflow
- Reorganized past workflows to ensure that they can be used both in series for continuous MSM construction or separately for other applications
Progress Made This Week

- Tested part of the workflow so far (BuildMSM.kar):
  - PDB: /extra/moana/amarolab1/Kepler_Projects/Garret_Pek/Markov_
  - WORK_Dir: /extra/moana/amarolab1/Kepler_Projects/Garret_Pek/Markov_
  - BUILDMSM: /extra/moana/amarolab1/Kepler_Projects/Garret_Pek/Markov_

  - This workflow takes the clustered microstates and uses MSMBuilder 2 to make the Markov state model.
Plans for Next Week

- Collaborate with Dr. Malmstrom to elucidate next steps needed to complete workflow
- Look into faster remote desktop system, since X11 is slow and makes using Kepler difficult even when using cipher
- Clean up unnecessary and duplicate workflows
Taiwan has some seriously beautiful sights

Hiking up Elephant Mountain in the heat was completely worth it for this view.

And the Red House Theater in Ximending is so cool to look at night! This picture really doesn’t do it justice.
Wow, how will I ever leave this place?

Look at this mango shaved ice. I had seafood noodle soup for lunch.
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